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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 

This workshop will focus on creating functional sculptures. We use so many different functional 
objects every day, which can be more entertaining and valuable if we add narratives to them as 
art forms. Students will reinterpret the functional objects that they use on a daily basis by adding 
sculptural elements. Functional items include a table, shelf, hanger, frame, umbrella holder, or it 
can be anything. The class will begin with a lecture and a demo on the instructor’s approach to 
the subject matter. There will be also an image-based lecture on historical and contemporary 
ceramic functional sculptures. Students will begin their project by making simple press molds. 
Students are encouraged to bring a found or sculpted object for mold making to create 3D forms 
and patterns. Demos include a variety of building techniques, glaze applications, and different 
hanging systems. The building techniques include slab building to build a shelf and table, coiling, 
pinching to create abstract elements, and press mold making. Glaze examples for cone 04 and 6 
firings will be brought to class by the instructor. Students’ goal is to create 3 small functional 
sculptures that they can bring home. This workshop is open to all skill levels 

 

MATERIALS LIST 
➢ A small found or sculpted object(2”x2”x2”) to create a press mold 
➢ Basic clay tool kit 

➢ Containers with lids to potentially bring back any additional glaze or slips 
➢ Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers) 
➢ Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 

The Supply Store has a small selection of materials for all mediums. If you intend on 
purchasing items from the store once you arrive on campus, please reach out to our 
supply store to ensure we have those materials in stock. Call 865-436-5860 Ext. 25 
or email store@arrowmont.org 

 
Clay must be purchased on campus during class from the Supply Store. No outside 
clay is allowed in the studios to lessen accidents in kilns. Only requested clay(s) from 
Instructors will be available for student purchases.  

 
 

MATERIALS FEES: $95-$185 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors 
for use in the studio by the entire class. In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are 
assessed on an individual class basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount 
of materials used and the number of students in the class. Materials fees are paid on the last 
day of class. 
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Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by 

the instructor 

 

If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

 

wansoo888@gmail.com 
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